Alternative splicing (AS), in higher eukaryotes, is one of the mechanisms of post-transcriptional regulation that generate multiple transcripts from the same gene. One particular mode of AS is the skipping event where an exon may be alternatively excluded or constitutively included in the resulting mature mRNA. Both transcript isoforms from this skipping event site, i.e. in which the exon is either included (inclusion isoform) or excluded (skipping isoform), are typically present in one cell, and maintain a subtle balance that is vital to cellular function and dynamics. However, how the prevailing conditions dictate which isoform is expressed and what biological factors might influence the regulation of this process remain areas requiring further exploration. In this study, we have developed a novel computational method, graph-based exonskipping scanner (GESS), for de novo detection of skipping event sites from raw RNA-seq reads without prior knowledge of gene annotations, as well as for determining the dominant isoform generated from such sites. We have applied our method to publicly available RNA-seq data in GM12878 and K562 cells from the ENCODE consortium and experimentally validated several skipping site predictions by RT-PCR. Furthermore, we integrated other sequencing-based genomic data to investigate the impact of splicing activities, transcription factors (TFs) and epigenetic histone modifications on splicing outcomes. Our computational analysis found that splice sites within the skipping-isoform-dominated group (SIDG) tended to exhibit weaker MaxEntScan-calculated splice site strength around middle, 'skipping', exons compared to those in the inclusion-isoformdominated group (IIDG). We further showed the positional preference pattern of splicing factors, characterized by enrichment in the intronic splice sites immediately bordering middle exons. Finally, our analysis suggested that different epigenetic factors may introduce a variable obstacle in the process of exon-intron boundary establishment leading to skipping events.
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INTRODUCTION
Alternative splicing (AS) refers to various mechanisms of post-transcriptional gene regulation in higher eukaryotes generating many unique transcripts from a single genecoding region. During transcription, non-protein-coding sequences (introns) in pre-mRNA molecules are excised by the spliceosome machinery and protein-coding exons are joined together to form mature mRNA molecules. AS events result in mRNAs in which exons have been reconnected with variable inclusion, exclusion and ordinal positioning, and therefore greatly increase the diversity of proteins that can be encoded by the genome. In humans, >90% of multi-exon genes undergo AS (1, 2) . Many studies have highlighted AS as an important mechanism in many cellular development and differentiation events (3) , and errors in splicing regulation may lead to disease states such as muscular dystrophies and premature-aging disorders (4) .
There are numerous modes of AS, the most common being the exon skipping event. In this mode, the middle exon in a set of three consecutive exons within a genecoding region may be included in the mature mRNA under some conditions or in particular tissues, and excluded from the mRNA in others (5) . Alternative inclusion (inclusion isoform) or exclusion (skipping isoform) of the middle exon can generate protein isoforms with distinct enzymatic activity or allosteric regulation, and differing, even opposing, biological functions (6, 7) . It is generally recognized that both the skipping isoform and inclusion isoform could be present at the same time in one cellular condition, where the subtle balance between the two isoforms is perhaps vital for maintenance of cellular homeostasis. How distinct cellular conditions define which isoform predominates and how various biological factors influence the regulation of this process remain incompletely understood.
Recently, advances in next-generation sequencing of messenger RNA (RNA-seq) have enabled us to survey gene expression more accurately (8) . In addition, it can provide a more precise measurement of distinct transcript expression levels, as RNA-seq allows direct detection of AS events using reads mapped at splice junctions, including novel splicing events without prior annotation information (9) . Several computational frameworks have been developed to calculate the ratio of skipping and inclusion isoforms within one cellular condition using either singleor paried-end RNA-seq data. For example, SpliceTrap (10) approaches exon inclusion level estimation as a Bayesian inference problem by enumerating each tri-exon combination generated by shuffling explicitly known, annotated exons. Another widely used tool, MISO (11) , is a probabilistic framework that uses information in single-or pairedend RNA-seq data to comprehensively analyze all major types of alternative pre-mRNA processing at either the exon or isoform level. It uses the inferred assignment of reads to annotated isoforms to quantitate the abundance of the underlying set of alternative mRNA isoforms and estimates confidence intervals. However, both methods heavily rely on the gene and exon annotations corresponding to exon-skipping events that are pre-defined within the reference genome. Unfortunately, the current reference genome is very incomplete due to the complexity of the transcriptome, which hinders the comprehensive investigation of isoform identity and abundance using RNA-seq. Novel methods of isoform inference and estimation from firsthand, raw RNA-seq data without prior knowledge of annotation information is desirable.
Here, we introduce a novel computational method, graph-based exon-skipping scanner (GESS), to detect de novo exon-skipping events directly from raw RNA-seq data without prior knowledge of gene-annotation information (detection scheme summarized in Figure 1 , also see Materials and methods section for details). First, we build a splicing-site-linking graph from splicing-aware aligned reads using a greedy algorithm. We then iteratively scan this linking graph to obtain those patterns conforming to skipping events. Finally, we apply the MISO model (11) to calculate the ratio of skipping versus inclusion isoforms and determine which is the dominant isoform. We have applied our method to publicly available RNAseq data in GM12878 and K562 cells from the ENCODE consortium (12) and experimentally validated several skipping site predictions by RT-PCR. Furthermore, we integrated other sequencing-based genomic ('omics') data to investigate the impact of splicing activities, TFs and epigenetic histone modifications on splicing outcomes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A novel computational method to detect de novo exon-skipping events An overview of our computational method for detecting exon-skipping events, GESS, is summarized in Figure 1 . Given a set of single-or paired-end RNA-seq reads, we first filter out bad reads with low quality and ambiguous bases. We align the remaining reads to the reference genome (either human hg18/19 or mouse mm8/9/10) using TopHat, a splicing-aware reads-mapping tool (9) . After discarding multiply mapped reads, the remaining set of unique aligned reads is composed of two subsets: (i) a set of aligned splicing-reads, which are split between two genomic locations (presumably putative exon-exon junctions), and (ii) a set of aligned constitutive-reads, which are restrictively mapped to a single genomic location (presumably within one exon) rather than splitting between two locations.
Using the two subsets of aligned reads, we build a splice-site-linking graph to identify exon-skipping events for a given transcriptome (Figure 1 ). To determine splice site locations, we examine the set of spliced-reads one by one, assigning the two genomic positions corresponding to a spliced-read to two individual nodes. We link the two nodes with a dotted-line edge if the number of splicedreads mapping to these two genomic locations exceeds a defined threshold (default parameter is 8). A dotted-line edge corresponds to an intron gap, and we are able to determine the direction of such lines by invoking the 'GT-AG' consensus rule for most vertebrate introns. We also calculate the coverage density between two adjacent splice sites using the set of constitutive-reads. If there is a high density of reads between two splice sites, we would link the corresponding nodes with a solid-line edge. This type of edge corresponds to exonic regions. To assign such a solid-line edge for two nodes, we first arrange the splice sites along the chromosome coordinates, and calculate the depth of coverage for each segment between two adjacent splice sites. For each specific segment carrying a robustly higher signal ratio (i.e. 3.0) relative to the flanking background segments, a solid edge is introduced as an exon gap. Thus, a complex graph is obtained with intronic or exonic links between each pair of splice sites. We then implement a walking strategy on this graph by iteratively navigating each sub-graph to reveal patterns indicative of an exon-skipping event. As shown in Figure 1 (the oval shape), for each combination of six connected nodes (splice sites), we identify instances in which sub-graphs reveal both a tri-exon pattern with three solid-line edges as well as a pattern representative of an exon-skipping event in which the downstream and upstream exons are connected by a dotted-line edge. If no such pattern is identified, we ignore this set of six nodes and move to the next combination. Under this scheme, we are able to identify exon-skipping-event locations and reveal instances of two mutually exclusive splicing modes within such locations, while other types of AS, such as intron retention, are filtered out. We thus define sub-graphs retained by our method as exon-skipping events with two possible exon combination outcomes: the inclusion combination (termed the 'inclusion isoform' in which the middle exon is present), and the skipping combination (termed the 'skipping isoform' in which the middle exon is excluded). We finally integrate the MISO model (11) to calculate the ratios of the two isoforms for each exonskipping event and determine which isoform is dominant in each cell model. GESS is available for download at http://motif.bmi.ohio-state.edu/GESS_Web/.
Evaluating the w-value for exon-skipping events utilizing the MISO model Although both isoforms are expressed, it is vital to determine which specific isoform predominates. As shown in Figure 1 , the inclusion isoform is represented Figure 1 . The scheme of the exon-skipping event detection pipeline (GESS). Sequencing reads are aligned to the reference genome using Tophat, a splicing-aware alignment tool. Then the splice-site link graph is created by parsing the alignment, where spliced-reads are used to link the intron-gap splice nodes indicated by the dotted lines, and the remaining reads are used to link the exon-gap splice nodes indicated by the solid lines, since they are generated from an integrated exon without splits. Finally, exon-skipping regions are then identified by iteratively navigating the sub-graph patterns to reveal those corresponding to a skipping event. The detected regions are then compiled for analysis using the MISO model to calculate the -value.
by spliced-reads partially containing the bases of the middle, 'skipping', exon (inclusion reads), while reads mapped to the boundary of the upstream-and downstream-exon would represent an alternative-splicing event (exclusion reads). By comparing the reads mapped to the two different isoforms, we are able to calculate the percent of the skipping isoform versus the inclusion isoform. Thus, we utilize the MISO model (11) by introducing the parameter to calculate the ratio of two isoforms. By modeling the generative process by which reads are produced from distinct mRNA isoforms in RNA-seq data, the MISO model uses Bayesian inference to compute the probability that a read originated from a particular isoform. MISO uses the inferred assignment of reads to each isoform to quantitate the abundances of the underlying set of alternative mRNA isoforms. Briefly, it can be modeled as the following formulas in the two-isoform case.
Here, k denotes the fraction of mRNAs corresponding to the k-th isoform, while c k is the rescaling parameter. And f1 and f2 corresponds, respectively, to the rescaled abundance of the inclusion isoform and skipping isoform. As a convention (in this study), a value = c f1 ! 0.7, indicates that the inclusion isoform is predominantly expressed at an exon-skipping event site, and we refer to these instances collectively as the big group. Similarly, a value = f1 0.3, indicates that the skipping isoform predominates at a particular positions, and we refer to these events as the sml group.
Competition analysis among splice donor and acceptor sites
The analysis of competition between splice donor sites (5 0 -ss) and acceptor sites (3 0 -ss) was performed using the MaxEntScan tool, which can calculate the strength of these splicing sites by imposing the MaxEnt framework (13) . This model assigns a log-odds ratio (MaxEnt score) to a 9-mer (5 0 -ss) or a 23-mer (3 0 -ss) sequence to evaluate the potential that a site would be spliced. For each group ( sml and big ), we calculated the MaxEnt score for four spanning splice sites within each tri-exon set: upI_ss5 and upI_ss3 (located near the 5 0 -and 3 0 -ends of the upstreamintron, respectively), as well as dnI_ss5 and dnI_ss3 (located near the 5 0 -and 3 0 -ends of the downstreamintron, respectively). The statistical survey of differential strength among these sites was performed using the Mann-Whitney test.
In addition, we define a pure competitive strength, S, derived from the above MaxEnt scores as the following:
The first term, Á ss5 , measures the difference strength of the potential site-pairing, indicating the two donor sites (upI_ss5 and dnI_ss5) competitively connected to the same acceptor site (dnI_ss3). Conversely, the second term, Á ss3 , indicates the two acceptor sites (dnI_ss3 and upI_ss3) competitively connected to the same donor site (upI_ss5). Thus S can virtually indicate the net effectiveness of competition among the four splice sites at a skipping event location, where larger scores reflect a higher priority for pairing upI_ss5 and dnI_ss3, leading to the skipping isoform.
Motif analysis of splicing factors
We performed a motif analysis of splicing factors (SFs), which are frequently required for AS regulation. To predict SF-binding sites (SFBS), we used the SFmap software with default settings (14) , which is available online at http://sfmap.technion.ac.il. Briefly, SFmap implements the COS(WR) algorithm, which computes similarity scores for a given regulator motif on the basis of information derived from its sequence environment and its evolutionary conservation (15) . In this study, we have split the nucleotide sequence involved in each individual exonskipping event into eight segments, which start from each splicing site and extend 50 bp into the exon and 100 bp into the intron. For each segment, we calculate the P-value using a non-parametric Mann-Whitney test between the two groups ( sml versus big ). A heat map is plotted by transforming the P-value to a color scheme. Here, the negative flag along the color bar means the corresponding factor is enriched in the inclusion isoform group ( big ), while the positive flag means it is enriched in the skipping isoform group ( sml ).
Distribution of TFs along skipping event sites
ChIP-seq data sets of 44 TFs in K562 cells were downloaded from the ENCODE website. The read densities of these TFs at the eight previously described splice sitespanning regions of both groups ( sml and big ) were measured. For each TF, the density signals were then transformed to Z-scores in both groups, and a heat map was plotted to compare the tag densities between the inclusion and skipping isoform groups. The Pearson correlation co-efficient (r) of the Z-scores between the two groups for each TF was used as a measure of similarity of the TF-distribution pattern between the two groups. TFs are then arranged from top to bottom in ascending order of the absolute value of r.
Distribution of epigenetic marks along skipping event sites
To investigate the relationship between exon skipping events and epigenetic marks, we obtained the ChIP-seq data of two histone post-translational modifications (H3K36me3 and H3K79me2) in K562 cells, which are thought to influence transcriptional elongation. In addition, Pol-II and nucleosome occupancy data were downloaded from the ENCODE Consortium. For the two groups ( sml and big ), we calculated the average signal of each mark on the eight regions neighboring splice sites involved in skipping events, normalized by the total number of reads and by subtraction of input control signals.
Experimental validation of GESS predictions by RT-PCR
RT-PCR was performed as previously described (16) in K562 cells. Briefly, total RNA was isolated using an RNeasy kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). cDNA was reverse transcribed from total RNA (2 mg) using a High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). The PCR primers for amplifying cDNA fragments between the upstream exon and downstream exon of three skipping event sites are as follows.
(i) The first skipping event site, within the HPS1 gene.
(ii) The second skipping event site, within the KEL gene.
iii) The third skipping-event site, within the FANCD2 gene.
PCR was performed with the AccuPrime TM Taq DNA Polymerase System (Invitrogen), and the cycling conditions were: 94 C for 1 min, then 32 cycles of 94 C for 15 s, 58 C for 30 s, 68 C for 30 s.
RESULTS

Identification of the exon-skipping events in K562 and GM12878 cells
To demonstrate its performance and applicability, we applied the GESS method to publicly available RNAseq data from K562 and GM12878 cells. These two cell lines are ENCODE Tier 1 cell lines with many publicly available 'omics' datasets for further analysis available for each. Using GESS, we identified 2750 exon-skipping events in K562 cells and 3583 events in GM12878 cells (Supplemental Files 1 and 2). Of these events, 1299 were common to both cell lines (Figure 2A ). Comparing our results to the annotated exon-skipping database for the human genome, which contains 39 232 events and was downloaded from the MISO website (http://genes.mit. edu/burgelab/miso/), we found only $30% of our events overlapped previously annotated skipping events, with many unique skipping events being newly detected by our method. We also observed that a large amount of annotated events were not reported by GESS due to absent/low expression signals or splicing links in the RNA-seq data utilized.
To evaluate our predictions, we compared our results to another de novo assembled transcriptome from Cufflinks (17) . By breaking each skipping event into its individual exon components, we found that out of 7978 exons corresponding to the total 2750 skipping events in K562 cells, 7168 (90.0%) aligned with exons identified by Cufflinks, while out of 10 322 exons corresponding to the total 3583 skipping events in GM12878 cells, 9305 (90.2%) were exactly aligned with those from Cufflinks ( Supplementary Files 3 and 4) . This demonstrates that exon boundary identification by our program is very reliable and highly consistent with Cufflinks. We next utilized the transcriptome assembly generated by Cufflinks to identify exon-skipping events for comparison with our GESS-predicted events. Within annotated reference gene sites, we examined the layout (i.e. connections, inclusions and exclusions) of exons for unique transcripts originating from these sites, and we scanned the resultant link-graph in a similar manner to the GESS method to identify exon-skipping sites. We detected 2118 skipping events in K562 cells, and 2102 events in GM12878 cells based on the Cufflinks assembly. Of these events, 480 were common to the GESS predictions in K562, and 504 were shared with GESS predictions in GM12878. The main reason for the discrepancy between the GESS and Cufflinks results is that the GESS method is exonoriented and focuses on local exon composition searching, while Cufflinks utilizes a greedy global optimization strategy in building a complete transcriptome by assembling all aligned reads into a parsimonious set of transcripts (17) . Thus, the Cufflinks approach may introduce some bias when used for skipping event prediction, especially in sites where numerous exons are involved.
By comparing GESS-predicted skipping events with the annotated RefSeq database (UCSC HG19 RefSeq), in which each exon-skipping event can be mapped to a specific annotated gene, we found 40 skipping events that were not assignable to any known genes in K562 cells, while 34 events lacked annotations in GM12878 cells. As an example shown in Figure 2B , we observed three adjacent exons on chromosome 7 covered by numerous reads in which the alignment pattern of splicing-reads revealed two isoforms with differential expression ratios in the two cell lines. However, no gene annotation information exists for this genomic region (see the RefSeq gene track in Figure 2C ) and no skipping event annotation can be found in the MISO dataset. We chose several skipping event sites from the GESS predictions for experimental validation by RT-PCR. We restricted our selection to sites with a higher -value $0.8, and ensured that both the skipping and inclusion isoforms would have moderate, detectable expression levels. Among 26 potential sites, we chose three novel exon-skipping sites based on the strict criteria that they were not predicted by Cufflinks and no AS annotations were reported in RefGene. Figure 3 shows that, using PCR primers specific to the upstream-and downstream-most exons, all the three skipping-event sites produced two distinct DNA bands with sizes corresponding to the inclusion and skipping isoforms. Importantly, predictions from Cufflinks and annotations in UCSC RefGene present either the inclusion or skipping isoform in these locations only.
We further calculated the -value for each exonskipping event identified by our method for both cell lines using MISO. We found that 387 of the 2750 events in K562 cells had a -value <0.3, and we assigned such transcripts to the skipping-isoform-dominated group (SIDG, or indicated by sml ), while the 1993 events with a -value > 0.7 were assigned to the inclusion-isoformdominated group (IIDG or indicated by big ) (Figure 4 ). For GM12878 cells, 339 out of the 3583 exon-skipping events were assigned to SIDG, and 2832 events were assigned to IIDG. Our results showed that although there are thousands of skipping events in a particular cell type, most exon-skipping event sites preferentially express the inclusion isoform.
Competition analysis between donor and acceptor splicing sites
It is well known that there is an intense competition between splicing donor and acceptor sites (5 0 -ss and 3 0 -ss, respectively) involved in the skipping events. As shown in Figure 5 , the acceptor sites on the upstream intron (upI_ss3) and the downstream intron (dnI_ss3) will competitively connect to the donor site on the upstream intron (upI_ss5); similarly, the donor sites on the downstream intron (dnI_ss5) and the upstream intron (upI_ss5) will competitively approach the acceptor site on the downstream intron (dnI_ss3). Splice sites can be classified as 'weak' or 'strong' according to their similarity to consensus motifs, with stronger splice sites being utilized preferentially. In order to estimate the strengths of the splice sites in the SIDG versus IIDG sets, we used the MaxEntScan tool (13) . This model will assign a log-odds ratio (MaxENT score) to a 9-mer (the 5 0 -splice donor site) and a 23-mer (the 3 0 -splice acceptor site) sequence. The higher the score, the higher likelihood of the given splice site being used by the splicing machinery to form the mature transcript.
We found that the mean scores for the two splice sites bordering the middle, 'skipping', exon (dnI-ss5 and upIss3) were smaller in the sml group compared to scores in the big group in GM12878 cells (Table 1 and Figure 5 ), with the P-values 5.23e -11 and 3.82e -7, respectively. A similar result is obtained in K562 cells. These results indicate that at exon-skipping event sites, skipping isoforms predominate in cases where the splice sites bordering the middle exon exhibit relatively weak splice site strength, resulting in excision of the middle exon and the flanking introns as a single unit. Conversely, stronger splice site strength at the edges of the middle exon can be found in skipping event sites where the inclusion isoform predominates, allowing for more efficient utilization of these splice sites and leading to the removal of the flanking introns individually.
We also conducted an analysis of the pure competitive strength of splice sites within exon-skipping event locations for both cell types. We calculated S for each individual event in the sml and big groups, where higher S-values reflect a higher priority for pairing upI_ss5 and dnI_ss3, leading to the skipping isoform. A t-test revealed that the sml group has a significantly larger S-value than the big group in both GM12878 cells (P = 8.14E -16) and K562 cells (P = 4.78E -10) (two right-most plots in each panel of Figure 5 ). This result further supported a notion that those splice sites (upI_ss3 and dnI_ss5) involved in the middle exon inclusion activity in big group, are indeed competitively stronger strength than those presented in sml group.
Motifs analysis of SFs involved in exon-skipping events
Differential RNA splicing is controlled by a system in which trans-acting proteins bind to cis-acting elements (functional sequence motifs) on pre-mRNA molecules. Cis-acting elements can be generally classified into intronic-splicing enhancers (ISEs) or silencers (ISSs) and exonic-splicing enhancers (ESEs) or silencers (ESSs). These elements usually locate near splicing sites and act positively or negatively on the selection of alternative splice sites (5, 18) . The trans-acting pre-mRNA-binding proteins, often called SFs, include splicing activators that promote the usage of a particular splice site and splicing repressors that reduce the usage of a particular site.
We examined how these ESE's and ISEs might distribute around splice sites within SIDG and IIDG exonskipping-event locations based on identification of their recognition motifs, and asked how their positional patterns could affect splicing outcomes. We scanned for SF motifs in the sequences spanning splice sites (50 bp extending into the exon and 100 bp extending into the intron) within skipping event locations using the SFMap tool, which is designed to map SFBS in human genomic regions using the COS(WR) algorithm (14, 15) . We then compared the frequency of predicted SFBSs on the eight defined regions immediately adjacent to splice sites in SIDG versus IIDG locations. As shown in Figure 6 , a majority of these SFs' motifs are highly enriched in the intronic regions immediately bordering the middle, skipping exon (upI_ss3 and dnI_ss5) compared with the upstream and downstream exons in both cell types. The splice donor site on the downstream intron (dnI_ss5) has a stronger intensity signal than the splice acceptor site on the upstream intron (upI_ss3). Furthermore, motifs for several known factors involved in AS events, such as PTB, NOVA1 and QK1, were identified. Previous studies have shown a strong enrichment of PTB-binding sites in AS event locations (19) , indicating its prominent role in regulating AS in addition to its known function in regulating constitutive splicing events (20) . A recent study (21) showed that PTB likely interferes with U1 binding to the downstream splice donor site (dnI_ss5) near the middle skipping-exon, prohibiting the process termed 'intron definition' for the downstream intron. On the other hand, PTB may inversely promote the larger-scale intron definition of the bigger intron that include the upstream intron, skipped exon and downstream intron together as a whole one unit, leading to an exonskipping event.
Interestingly, we also observed that two different motifs of the human serine/arginine-rich (SR) protein SC35 seem to have different distributions and enrichment levels in SIDG versus IIDG. One is enriched in the upI_ss3 sites in IIDG involved in exon inclusion, and the other is enriched in the dnI_ss5 sites in SIDG involved in exon exclusion, suggesting that SC35 may have diverse functional roles in splicing processing (22, 23) .
Correlation of TFs with exon-skipping events
Several studies have shown that some TFs could affect splicing outcomes by interplay with the spliceosome complex during transcription (24), thus we wanted to study the correlation between certain TFs and AS events at a genome-wide scale. Since K562 cells have the most ChIP-seq data sets available from the ENCODE website (12), we chose this cell line for this correlation analysis. We collected ChIP-seq datasets for 44 TFs and plotted the distribution of their binding signals along the eight regions surrounding splicing sites within predicted exon-skipping event locations. We found that the signals for most TFs were enriched in exonic regions, and consistent with gene body structure progressing from the promoter to the polyA tail regions, TF signals tended to decrease from the upstream to the middle and finally to the downstream exons ( Figure 7) . Interestingly, donor sites (upI_ss5 and dnI_ss5) had stronger binding signals than acceptor sites (upI_ss3 and dnI_ss3), which suggests that donor sites may host more regulatory factors and play a more important role in determining splicing outcomes. In addition, we calculated the correlation coefficient (r) between the IIDG and SIDG for each TF. We found that most of these TFs have large coefficient values approaching 1.0, implying that there are similar binding patterns between the two groups for these factors. This is consistent with our knowledge that TFs are generally engaged in transcriptional regulation rather than isoform switching regulation (25) . However, PU1 and CTCF are exceptional, showing highly differential binding patterns, with P coef = 0.1287 and P coef = 0.2813, respectively. The differential pattern for PU1 between the two groups suggests that PU1 may regulate the AS process of its target genes, leading to the distinctive erythroid character of K562 cells, derived from a leukemia patient. As for CTCF, an insulator binding protein, a recent study has shown an unforeseen, intragenic role of CTCF that links DNA methylation with AS (26) . By alternately binding to and releasing from its target sites, CTCF creates a transient roadblock preventing Pol-II-mediated transcript elongation, leading either to exon inclusion or exclusion. Taken together, our analysis supports the notion that some TFs regulate not only quantitative gene-expression levels, but also isoform switching events during gene expression.
Correlation of epigenetic marks with exon-skipping events
Recent studies have shown that different molecular events occur co-transcriptionally and can impact AS, such as chromatin remodeling and histone dynamics (27, 28) . For example, the speed of RNA polymerase II-mediated transcript elongation and different chromatin states affect splicing outcomes (29) . In order to understand the relationship between chromatin modifications and exon skipping events, we analyzed 'omics' data for two epigenetic marks associated with transcription elongation, H3K36me3 and H3K79me2, as well as for Pol-II and nucleosome occupancy. We found the signal intensity of Pol-II to be strongly enriched over splice site spanning regions in the big group compared to the sml group in both cell lines (Figures 8 and 9 ). For H3K36me3, we observed a difference in enrichment patterns between GM12878 and K562 cells across the big and sml groups. In K562 cells (Figure 9 ), this mark showed higher enrichment levels over all splice site spanning regions within the sml group. However, in GM12878 cells, this mark shows stronger enrichment across all splice-site spanning regions in the big group with the exception of the region from upE_ss3 to upI_ss5. This result indicates that H3K36me3 is not only involved in coupling transcription and splicing events, but also in regulating splicing processes in a cell type-and perhaps gene sitespecific manner. For H3K79me2, we observed that it is enriched over splice sites in the sml group versus the big group in both cell types. Interestingly, with the exception of H3K79me2, the distribution of these transcription and epigenetic factors exhibited decreasing enrichment when progressing from an exon toward an intron, but increasing enrichment when progressing from an intron to an exon. This suggests these factors they may take part in or are sensitive to exon-intron boundary establishment (30) . Taken together, our analysis suggests that different epigenetic factors may introduce a variable obstacle in the process of exon-intron boundary establishment leading to skipping events.
DISCUSSION
Exon-skipping, as a common mode of AS, has been intensively studied lately (5) . In this study, we have developed a novel computational method called GESS, to detect both de novo and annotated exon-skipping events from RNAseq data without prior knowledge of gene annotation information. In addition, we demonstrated the performance and applicability of our GESS method using RNAseq data in K562 and GM12878 cells, two ENCONDE Tier 1 cell lines (see Results section).
A notable advantage of our GESS method is that it is capable of capturing de novo exon-skipping events. Since transcriptional regulation in a cell is complex and dynamic, resulting in diverse outcomes under different physiological conditions, many current approaches to skipping event identification rely on annotated exon information. Such approaches may not be able to capture the full landscape of gene expression in situ, sometimes leading to errors in interpretation of results. Our GESS method instead builds a splice-site-link graph from firsthand, raw RNA-seq reads and then implements a walking strategy on this graph by iteratively navigating sub-graphs to reveal those with a pattern corresponding to an exonskipping event. Thus, it can provide a more accurate and thorough picture of skipping events associated with a particular physiological condition within a cell. Furthermore, we integrated the MISO model (11) into our method to determine which isoform, skipping-or inclusion-isoform, is the dominant transcript produced from a skipping-event site, where maintenance of the subtle balance between the two mRNA molecules is vital to cellular function and dynamics.
Although AS events are common in metazoan expression landscapes and important to cellular functions, complexities in accurate transcriptome assembly and the high degree of variability in expression depending upon the prevailing cellular conditions prevent complete exploration of the mechanisms regulating their occurrence. Splicing of mRNA is generally performed by a snRNA and protein complex known as the spliceosome, containing five snRNPs (U1, U2, U4, U5 and U6) and multiple auxiliary proteins. U1 binds to the 5 0 -GU splice donor site and U2 generally binds to the branch site on the intron with the assistance of the U2AF protein factors (5, 31) . Based on motif distributions, our analysis reveals that several SFs (including PTB, NOVA1 and QK1) may prefer to bind to the 5 0 -splice donor sites downstream of the middle, skipped exon in event locations where the skipping-isoform predominates, and in doing so they may modulate the affinity of U1 binding through target site competition. Though the 3 0 -splice acceptor sites on the upstream intron are also enriched with motifs for several SFs, the signal intensity is relatively lower. As we know, initial splice-site recognition in nascent transcripts is mediated by exon definition interactions, where the binding of splicing components to a 5 0 -splice site promotes U2AF recognition of the 3 0 -splice site lying upstream across the exon (32) . This leads to the formation of an exon definition complex before assembly of a spliceosome across the intron. Interestingly, for the skipping events, it seems that these specific SFs whose motifs are enriched on the 5 0 -splice donor sites near the skipping exon may play important roles in AS mechanism. By blocking the intron definition interaction for the downstream intron, these factors may promote the site-pairing interaction between the 5 0 -splice site on the upstream intron (upI_ss5) and the 3 0 -splice site on the downstream intron (dnI_ss3) to form a larger defined intronic region, leading to production of a skipping isoform. Furthermore, TFs may also take part in AS regulation, as several recent studies have demonstrated that some TFs could affect splicing outcomes by interacting with the spliceosome complex during transcription (24) . A comprehensive proteomic analysis of the human spliceosome reported that at least 30 out of the 145 spliceosomal proteins have either known or novel rolesin coupling splicing events with other gene expression steps. For example, a study from Zhou et al. showed that TFs CA150, XAB2 and SKIP associate with the spliceosome (33) . In our analysis we also found that two TFs, PU1 and CTCF, are likely involved in exon-skipping events. PU1 is an important factor involved in malignant leukemia, with a role in splicing activity (34, 35) . CTCF, known as an insulator binding protein, was recently shown to have an unforeseen role in AS in cooperation with methylation dynamics (26) . Interestingly, these two TFs exhibited the most significantly divergent distribution patterns over splice sites in the SIDG versus the IIDG locations in the K562 cells. This result suggests that there is an important crosstalk between these TFs and the spliceosome, impacting splicing outcomes. However, further mechanistic studies are needed to support a splicing regulatory function of PU1 and CTCF.
Chromatin structure, determined by many different epigenetic modifications such as histone modifications and DNA methylation, may play a co-transcriptional role in pre-mRNA processing by influencing RNA polymerase-II (Pol-II)-mediated transcript elongation (24, 28, 36) , as well as in influencing exon and intron definition. In this study, we showed that the enrichment levels for individual histone marks differ over the splice sites involved in skipping events, suggesting that different epigenetic factors may assist or provide an obstacle in the process of exon-intron boundary establishment at skipping event locations.
In summary, our computational analysis not only reveals a correlation of exon-skipping events with splicing, transcription and epigenetic factors, but also provides guidance for biologists to explore further mechanistic studies in the emerging field of chromatin remodeling as it relates to RNA processing.
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